Most human interactions today take place with the mediation of information and communications technology. This is extending the boundaries of interdependence: the group of reference, ideas and behaviour to which people are exposed is larger and less restricted to old geographical and cultural boundaries; but it is also providing more and better data with which to build more informative models on the effects of social interactions, amongst them, the way in which contagion and cascades diffuse in social networks. Online data are not only helping us gain deeper insights into the structural complexity of social systems, they are also illuminating the consequences of that complexity, especially around collective and temporal dynamics. This paper offers an overview of the models and applications that have been developed in what is still a nascent area of research, as well as an outline of immediate lines of work that promise to open new vistas in our understanding of cascading behaviour in social networks.
Introduction
By the end of 2012, Facebook had 1.06 billion monthly active users [1] . Over 60% of them were active on a daily basis. Twitter claims to have 200 million users [2] producing over 400 million tweets each day; and Google+ is the fastest-growing network ever with over 400 million subscribed users, 25% of them active [3] . According to the International Telecommunication Union, more than 6 billion mobile phones around the world are currently in use [4] . All these figures are indicative of the radical transformation that affects how we interact and communicate, but also how we confront the research of those communication patterns: we can now capitalize on massive amounts of data to advance theoretical approaches that, so far, had to rely on small datasets or analytical models lacking in external from different fronts, and assuming different mechanisms; the most prominent are epidemic, threshold and rumour models. Many of these models, however, were developed under the limitations imposed by the need of analytical tractability; these limitations have now been levied by the availability of large datasets, which makes it possible to revisit many theoretical assumptions through the lens of better observational evidence. The insights thus gained are summarized in Section 4, which reviews some prominent recent studies on social influence and contagion in social networks. This empirical work has fed back on the development of theoretical models, mostly by means of generalizations drawn from the data on two fronts: cascade size distributions (with a focus on the frequency of large cascades, that is, chain reactions that percolate to reach system-wide proportions); and the topological underpinning of influence (that is, the structural roots of large cascades, or the position where cascades tend to start in the overall network structure). These findings have helped refine epidemic, threshold and rumour models in powerful ways. On the basis of these findings, future lines of research are outlined in the last section of the paper, which also considers some of the practical implications of this line of work.
The building blocks of network science
The structure of networks has been studied using the language of graph theory, a branch of mathematics. There are many excellent reviews and books in the literature about the structure and dynamics of complex networks [16] [17] [18] [19] . Here, we give an overview of the network features that are relevant for the work mentioned in subsequent sections.
A graph is a mathematical abstraction consisting of a set of N nodes or vertices, connected by a set of E edges or links. Nodes are usually depicted as labelled circles, and lines between them represent existing relationships. For example, a molecule can be thought of as a network where nodes are atoms and links are bonds between them. In the social realm, nodes tend to be people (but can also represent countries, or organizations), and connections map their interactions (for instance, communication, but also trade or collaboration in the case of countries and organizations). Networks can be classified according to several topological properties, but the simplest classification relies on the nature of the interactions. Networks can be directed or undirected, depending on whether the directionality of connections matters for the analysis and interpretation. Examples of directed networks include the World Wide Web, airline route maps, flow charts or even binary relations in mathematics. The most usual directed social network maps the structure of friendship: nominations can be reciprocated or asymmetrical. As far as the interaction strength is concerned, links may be weighted or unweighted: if two individuals talk frequently, their tie will be stronger (or heavier) than if they talk only occasionally; a weighted network records the information of this frequency of interaction.
Every graph may be represented in a matrix notation, through the so-called adjacency matrix, A, which is a N × N matrix where the entries a ij = w ij indicate the existence of a link of weight w ij from vertex i to j. Adjacency matrices standing for undirected networks are symmetric, a ij = a ji , whereas unweighted networks are represented by binary matrices, a ij ∈ 0, 1.
The simplest and most extensively studied property of a node or vertex in a graph is the connectivity or degree of a node i, k i , which counts the number of edges connecting node i to other nodes in the network. In directed graphs, the degree is often measured as indegree (the number of connections ending on a vertex) and outdegree (the number of connections starting at a vertex). If all vertices in a graph have the same degree, k i = k, the graph is designated as a regular graph, where the degree probability distribution, P(k), is a Dirac delta function, P(k) = δ(k i − k). Although connectivity is a local property of vertices, degree distributions often determine some important global characteristics of networks, and they help devise a classification according to the homogeneity of the degree distribution. Degree distributions of homogeneous networks are characterized by a tail of P(k) that decays exponentially fast. The Erdös-Rényi model [20] is one of the most used methods for generating this type of graphs, where links are formed randomly according to a Poisson probability distribution, assuming the independence of dyads. On the other side, heterogeneous networks display tail distributions decaying as a power law, P(k) ∼ k −γ . The Barabási-Albert model [21] is a paradigmatic algorithm that uses a preferential attachment mechanism to generate scale-free random graphs; according to this mechanism, and under the assumption of network growth, well-connected nodes are a more likely target for new connections than nodes with lower connectivity.
The redundancy of connections amongst the neighbours of a vertex i is another important structural property of networks, and is usually described by the clustering coefficient,
This coefficient is the quotient of the number of existing triangles attached to node i, t i , out of the maximum possible number of such triangles, k i (k i − 1)/2, and measures the degree to which nodes in a graph tend to cluster together. The coefficient can also be calculated on the global level, as an average of the local coefficients or as the quotient of the total number of closed triads out of all possible triplets. This type of link redundancy is important because it provides social reinforcement for adoption [22] .
Another important characteristic of a vertex is its betweenness centrality, a measure based on the concept of shortest path, l ij . For every pair of nodes i and j, the shortest path is the minimum, in terms of the number of hops, of the possible paths starting at node i and ending at j. It just corresponds to the number of edges comprising the path, and allows another categorization of networks in two groups: connected graphs, where there is at least one shortest path between all pairs of vertices ('strongly connected' if directionality is taken into account); and non-connected graphs, which are made up of broken subgraphs. The study of the giant connected component in a network and the size distribution of finite connected subgraphs offers another dimension in the description of network topology. The betweenness centrality of a vertex relies on this concept of global connectivity and is defined as follows: let s(i, j) > 0 be the number of shortest paths between vertices i and j, and let s(i, v, j) be the number of such shortest paths containing vertex v.
is the number of shortest paths between other nodes that run through vertex v, normalized by the total number of shortest paths. This metric provides information about the importance of a node in terms of the relative distance to the rest of the network, and therefore in terms of how central it is in the flow allowed by the network.
The k-core offers another local property that relies on global network structure. This metric gauges the existence of cohesive subgroups of nodes in a network. The network can be seen as a set of successively enclosed substructures or k-cores, comprising vertices having at least degree k. This partition of the whole graph assigns an integer number to every node in the network obtained by a recursive pruning of the vertices. One starts with isolated nodes, which are assigned a k c = 0. Then, vertices with k = 1 are removed along with their links, and assigned k c = 1. If any of the remaining nodes is left with k connections, it is also removed and contained in the k c = 1 core. The process continues with k c = 2, 3, . . . until every node has been assigned to a k c shell. This measure of centrality goes beyond degree because it takes into account the centrality of a vertex neighbours to define the centrality of that vertex.
A more sophisticated version of the degree centrality is the so-called eigenvector centrality [23] . Defining the vector of centralities x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . .), we can rewrite this equation in matrix form as λx = Ax and hence we see that x is an eigenvector of the adjacency matrix with eigenvalue λ. Assuming that we wish the centralities to be non-negative, λ must be the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix and x the corresponding eigenvector. Eigenvector centrality assigns relative scores to all nodes in the network based on the principle that connections to high-scoring nodes contribute more to the score of the node in question than equal connections to low-scoring nodes; interestingly, it turns out to be a revealing measure in many situations. For example, a variant of eigenvector centrality (PageRank, [24] ) 7 is employed by the well-known Web search engine Google to rank Web pages and has been usefully applied in other contexts.
Models and analytical solutions
The study of diffusion dynamics has a long tradition in the social sciences [25] . Most of these studies, however, are based on aggregated data of adoption rates, which are compatible with a number of individual-level mechanisms, including learning, externalities, contagion or influence [26] . The study of contagion dynamics often makes explicit the effects of network structure on adoption rates: the assumption is that information or behaviour diffuses in a population because adopters are exposed to previous adopters via their networks, which delineate the boundaries of their group of reference.
Unlike social influence, which can also derive from exposure to a common source of information like mass media, contagion assumes that influence dynamics are channelled locally, through the paths that networks open. However, network data are often lacking from the earlier diffusion studies-with a few exceptions [27, 28] -which forces the identification of contagion effects using proxies like geographical distance or bursts of activity [29, 30] . ICTs are generating the kind of network data that were missing before; however, the nature of social networks (and in particular the composition of the group of reference to which individuals are exposed) is likely to have changed compared with how social networks operated before, especially as measured using surveys or census data. Prior to the irruption of the Internet, networks were more local and narrower; for this reason, previous empirical analyses of diffusion offer an inappropriate benchmark for comparison with online contagion: it is too contingent on the data and contextual circumstances analysed. Models that were built to overcome the lack of network data, and explore the generic principles that govern network dynamics, offer a more appropriate point of comparison.
In the absence of appropriate data, simulation and analytical models filled the empirical gap. These models were developed under the influence of three streams of research: threshold models of collective behaviour [31] [32] [33] , epidemiological studies [34] [35] [36] and rumour dynamics [37] [38] [39] . All these approaches to contagion revolve around a common mechanism: an agent (in the 'inactive', 'susceptible' or 'ignorant' state) that decides whether to adopt a given behaviour as a function of the neighbouring agents who have already adopted (those 'active', or in the 'infectious' or 'spreader' class). While in epidemic-and rumour-like dynamics the decisions to adopt are taken independently with probability p for each successive contact (these are 'independent interaction models' [40] ), in threshold models the decision depends on a critical proportion of previous adoptions: an actor will only join the adoption curve if she registers that the critical proportion is satisfied.
Threshold models
The first attempt to interweave cascading phenomena and complex networks [32] built on previous work on the diffusion effects of interdependent decision-making [31, 41, 42] . In this article, Watts provides an analytic approach to discern the conditions under which global cascades may occur in structured sparse topologies. Using percolation methods, the model explores how network topology and individual thresholds interact in the spreading of behaviour. First, a network with an arbitrary degree distribution p k is chosen from an ensemble of graphs. Each node is then assigned a fixed threshold φ drawn from a distribution 0 f (φ) 1 and, with the exception of a small initial seeding set, each agent is marked as inactive. An agent i updates her state calculating the fraction of active neighbours a i /k i : if a i /k i > φ i she activates. The simulation evolves following this logic until an equilibrium is reached, i.e. no more updates occur. Given this set-up, the cascade condition is derived from the growth of the initial fraction of innovators ρ 0 . The simulations show that large cascades can only occur if the subnetwork of early adopters percolates, if the average vulnerable cluster size n diverges. Using a generating function approach, this condition is met at
For G 0 < k all vulnerable clusters are small, and the seed cannot grow beyond isolated groups of early adopters; on the contrary, a small seed set may unleash-with finite probability-global cascades when G 0 > k . Accordingly, simulations show that cascades are strongly constrained by the network's connectivity: low n allows for system-wide cascades (power-law distribution, Fig. 1 , top panel, in red) because the bulk of nodes are vulnerable; but rich local connectivities yield large sets of locally stable Left-lower panel in Fig. 1 illustrates perfectly the match between the analytical cascade condition and numerical simulations, with a well-defined region where large cascades are possible. From this seminal work a good number of developments emerged. Centola et al. [33] devised a threshold model with a hard-wired φ i , ∀i. Though a simplification, this set-up allows the authors to explore the existence of critical points φ c , such that, given a network and a certain φ > φ c value, large cascades are likely to happen. The authors derive the value φ c for a wide range of topologies, from regular lattices to scale-free networks. Gleeson & Cahalane [43] extend the cascading condition (Equation (3.1)) to second order, which provides an even more accurate matching between analytical approximation and simulation, and allows quantifying the impact of the size of the initial seed ρ 0 on the probability of obtaining large cascading events. As the initial seed set grows larger, system-wide cascades are possible for a wider range of k ; see the right-lower panel in Fig. 1 . In another related work, Gleeson [44] examines the cascade condition for correlated and modular random networks. The author develops a general framework which analytically reduces the threshold model to a site (node) and bond (link) percolation process-already hinted in [32] . Most interestingly, numerical simulations of the model on modular networks reveal that large cascades either choke-because communities act as topological traps for their growth-or the rate of activation occurs in a sequence of cascade fronts, which signals the existence of structural bottlenecks. This prediction matches-at least qualitatively-empirical observations, as the next section reviews. Finally, in an effort to approach models to real-world systems, Hacket et al. [45] offer analytical and numerical results for a class of clustered networks. Indeed, most analytical results derive from the class of random networks defined by the so-called configuration model, which renders tree-like (non-clustered) local structures. Their conclusions suggest that, for certain k regimes, clustering will decrease (3 > k > 29) or increase (3 < k < 29) the probability of obtaining large cascades.
Epidemic and rumour models
The mathematics of epidemic spreading were originally developed, unsurprisingly, in the fields of Medicine and Biology [34] . Their application to information cascades has been rather indirect, through physicists and computer scientists who found in epidemic spreading a fecund metaphor of information propagation. This approach assumes that information travels through social networks as viral infections and that personal interactions open the diffusion routes [38, 39] .
According to these models, contagion dynamics evolve following a simple scheme: at each time step, infected individuals propagate the contagion to susceptible neighbours with probability λ. Additionally, infected individuals can recover at a rate μ (as in the susceptible-infected-recovered, or SIR, models); or they can revert to the susceptible state with probability μ (as in the susceptible-infectedsusceptible, or SIS, models) [36] . These transitions can be expressed as differential equations under a simple form, which yield valuable insights within the framework of complex networks. For instance, Pastor-Satorras & Vespignani [46] analytically established, for the SIS model, that the critical point (or epidemic threshold) in uncorrelated scale-free networks is given by λ c = k / k 2 , leading to λ c → 0 as N → ∞ when 2 < γ 3. Taking this as a starting point, Leskovec et al. [47] exploit epidemic processes to replicate real cascade size distributions in the blogosphere. Tuning the infection probability, they can reproduce the seven most frequent cascades as well as match cascade size distributions.
A different approach to contagion goes deeper into the mechanisms that allow epidemic dynamics to unfold. Unlike what happens with viral epidemics, social contagion relies on the effects of social influence, which is at the core of sociological research [48, 49] and has inspired the recent distinction between simple and complex contagion: information, like viruses, can propagate with a single exposure, but the spread of behaviour often requires multiple exposure from multiples sources [50] ; evidence of this type of contagion has been found in a number of online settings [22, 51] .
A question that has naturally followed from the study of these contagious dynamics is where seeds are in the network topology-that is, if the leaders of the process have a specific network position. Marketing experts seek to find those actors to engineer the spreading of product adoption [52] much in the same way as epidemiologists try to identify the spreaders of a disease, but for the opposite reason [53] .
Across all these areas of application, disease spreading (and especially the SIR model) has become a rather usual benchmark to identify the network features-mainly degree and centrality measuresthat perform better when it comes to spotting outstanding spreaders, i.e. the nodes in the network that trigger larger cascades. This is the case of the work by Kitsak et al. [53] , for instance, which explores whether the degree of a node k or its k-core can help predict the spreading capabilities of a certain node. They modelled the underlying dynamics using the SIR and SIS frameworks, because of the wide range of real-world phenomena they can be mapped onto. The author's findings indicate that centrality, rather than connectivity, is the key topological feature to understand the spreading power of a node. In addition to the empirical validity of such a claim-further elaborated in the following section-this work triggered a number of efforts to determine which, among centrality descriptors, performed better at spotting influential spreaders. In this vein, Klemm et al. [15] , for instance, propose a dynamical influence (DI) measure which capitalizes on eigenvector centrality-as opposed to a static, purely topological approach. To demonstrate that DI outperforms k-core centrality, they used a variety of benchmarks including the SIR scheme and the voter model in opinion dynamics [54] .
Finally, rumour dynamics have also been modelled in parallel to more general models of social influence. These models sprung directly from the canonical SIR, renaming the susceptible, infected and recovered classes (SIR) to ignorant (who has not heard the rumour yet), spreader (who knows the rumour and is 'infecting' ignorants) and stifler (who also knows the rumour, but has decided not to spread it further). Although rumour models are often regarded as a simple mapping of its epidemic counterpart, a number of differences set them apart. First, SIR is an attempt to model a real process, whereas researchers on rumour dynamics-which typically seek to maximize influence for the sake of technological and commercial applications-are free to design the rules of epidemic infection in order to reach the desired result. This affects mainly the transition from spreader to stifler, which can be implemented under different plausible forms. Secondly, rumour models can be applied to social systems the connectivity of which can be changed: for instance, in peer-to-peer file-sharing systems, the connectivity distribution of the nodes can be changed in order to maximize the performance of the protocols, as informed by the models [55] . Thirdly, the dynamics are also different: the transition to the class of 'recovered' in SIR happens spontaneously (at a certain rate), while classical rumour spreading allows the transition to 'stifle' (at a certain rate) only after a 'spreader' interacts with either another spreader or a stifler, i.e. spreaders learn that the rumour has lost its 'news value' when they encounter neighbours already informed. For all these reasons the outcomes of the rumour model may present significant differences when compared with simulations of SIR models. This is the case in Borge-Holthoefer & Moreno [56] , who, motivated by the aforementioned theoretical predictions [53] and some empirical findings related to social movements and political mobilization [57] , attempted to identify super-influencers in real networks on top of which rumour dynamics were performed. Surprisingly, the subtle differences between SIR and rumour dynamics suffice to flatten the reported 'k-core effect', i.e. cascade size and k-core appear to be uncorrelated; see the left panel in Fig. 2 . Contrary to the expectations, hubs and high k-core nodes act as firewalls-they turn stiflers early in the dynamics, Fig. 2 (right) -preventing the diffusion of the rumour to large fractions of the underlying structure. A similar result was obtained Left: Average stifler density ρ for a rumour process triggered at nodes with k-core k c on an e-mail network. Different conditions were tested, and yet no correlation is observed between ρ and the initiator's centrality, i.e. absence of influential spreaders in rumour dynamics. Right: central nodes (those in k max c , blue dots) acting as firewalls of the rumour spreading: these nodes are among the first to become stiflers (time-to-stifler t(s) is low), thus acting as topological barriers for the dynamics. For these central nodes, the time it takes them to turn into stiflers is even lower for those with the highest degree (normalized in the x-axis by the k max within a k-shell). The contrast is clear if compared with lower cores (red circles) or, in general, to the rest of the network (gray dots). Adapted from [56] .
previously [58] , under the paradigm of threshold models. These consistent results, obtained under a number of different modelling assumptions, hint at the existence of a class of spreaders (the 'hidden influentials', topologically unexceptional) which hold the key to trigger most system-wide cascades. Two simple variations on classical rumour models (one of them coupling nodes with complex activity patterns [59] , the other adding a new transition from ignorant to stifler) recover the observed positive connectivity-cascade reach correlation [60] .
For the sake of exposition, we have left out many other modelling approaches which branch off the main ones outlined here, for instance [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] , among many others. It is important to note that contradicting simulation results do not cancel out at the theoretical level. Incompatible outcomes (i.e. that influencers exist, or that they do not) simply highlight the fact that all models recover real phenomena only partially. As is often the case, the incorporation of empirical data adds important caveats to analytical conclusions and facilitates feedback that helps refine and improve the theoretical models [60] . The following section expands more on the contribution that empirical analyses can make to the study of contagious behaviour.
Validation: findings and theoretical developments
There is a fast-growing literature that is now revisiting the theoretical models discussed in the previous section through the lens of the massive datasets generated by e-mail communication, weblogs and social networking sites (SNSs). Other online forms of communications-like telephone calls [66] [67] [68] , chatrooms or discussion forums-will not be considered in this review, although they have also provided interesting insights. Online data contain information of the relationship between users (the structural dimension of social systems), but also of the dynamics of their interactions, both on the temporal and spatial levels.
Although the properties of online networks often differ drastically from what is known about offline, face-to-face networks, they can often be used as a good proxy to those social networks [69] [70] [71] .
The extent to which the study of cascades in online networks is applicable to cascades in offline networks is an empirical question, which depends on which online network is being analysed (i.e. the map of informal interactions drawn from email communication in a large organization is a good representation of offline interactions amongst the members of that organization; see [72] ). With that caveat, this section aims to identify, on the one hand, the features that can characterize the structural and temporal dimension of cascades in networks; and, on the other, the network statistics that are most useful to predict the likelihood that a cascade will grow viral. The main goal is to highlight consistent findings obtained from different approaches and methods, and to point out where the theoretical predictions discussed in the previous section match (or not) the observed empirical trends.
Delivering these aims presents at least two problems. First, the affordances of online technologies differ from platform to platform: communication in the blogosphere does not follow the same rules as in SNSs. Even within the same platform, some differences might arise (see [73, 74] ); for instance, information about someone's activity in an online network can be public by default, accessible to selected friends, or to the wider set of friends of friends (who may be strangers to the focal user). These differences have an impact on behaviour, and on the collective dynamics that such behaviour can trigger. As a consequence, the standard terminology of 'influence', 'virality', 'early adopter', etc. hides in fact a significant variance in how cascades are operationalized across platforms. And this diversity puts some constraints on the comparability and generalizability of results. Secondly, there are a number of technical issues (such as the sampling that application programming interfaces [APIs] impose to data collection) that might hamper the validity of some conclusions. For instance, we ignore whether the data retrieved through publicly available APIs is a random sample of all generated activity, or how significant the bias can be [75] . Also, we do not know yet how dynamical classes [76] and the plurality of collective attention patterns [77] relate to observed activity in SNSs-even in the ideal scenario of data from the same SNS and an agreed conceptualization of a cascade. As an illustration, Fig. 3 shows how communication around different topics have evolved for over a year. Clearly most topics present bursty activity ('15 m', 'Elections', 'Reform', 'Strike', 'Sinde') due to events in the real world (black arrows in the Figure indicate such exogenous factors); whereas 'crisis' presents a chatter-like pattern [64] , with users continuously discussing at moderate levels and lacking outstanding spikes. Most likely, the mechanisms governing activity during bursty or chatter-like activity are different, but this hypothesis has not been tackled so far (to the best of our knowledge).
Cascade definitions

Content-based cascades. Most empirical work on cascades revolve around 'content chains':
the basic criterion to include a node i in a diffusion tree starting at j is to guarantee that (i) i and j became friends at t 1 (the notion of 'friend' changes across online platforms and must be understood broadly here); (ii) i received a piece of information from j, who had previously sent it out, at time t 2 ; and finally (iii) the node i sends out the same piece of information at time t 3 . Note that no strict time restriction exists besides the fact that t 1 < t 2 < t 3 , the emphasis being placed on whether what flows is the same content. This is the case for e-mail chain letters [78] , URL forwarding [74, 79] and re-tweeting [73] , fanning in Facebook pages [80] or picture spread in Flickr [81] .
Time-constrained activity cascades.
Online platforms allow users to share contents, but also to spread behaviour. When a user likes a Facebook page, she is sending a signal about the content of the page but she is also setting a behavioural precedent, and makes the 'liking' activity more prevalent amongst her neighbours in the network, even if they end up liking completely different pages. So Fig. 3 . Activity time series for six political and economic topics in Twitter (a topic is in this case all those tweets containing at least one hashtag from an arbitrary, predefined closed list). All but one topic ('crisis') exhibit spiky behaviour due to key dates in which exogenous, real-world events triggered activity-demonstrations, election day, etc. These dates are highlighted with black arrows. The topic 'crisis', instead, shows a rather constant-chatter-like [64]-pattern, because it is a rather daily topic-since 2008 at least. How these different trends affect contagion mechanisms-and therefore research approaches to cascading events-is not clear.
focusing exclusively on content to define cascades excludes other interesting diffusion events that also take place in online networks. They include, for instance, the conversational [82] or collaborative dimensions of SNSs, which can connect groups of people in critical situations [83] . The ability to address other users (like the @mention feature in Twitter, for instance) accentuates these alternative features [73, 82] , and observed patterns of link reciprocity [84] hint at the use of some SNSs as instant messaging systems, in which non-identical pieces of information around a topic may be circulating (typically over short time spans) in many-to-many interactions, along direct or indirect information pathways [85] .
The definition of a time-constrained cascade is useful to measure this type of diffusion, less focused on content and more on behaviour: it uncovers how-and how often-users get involved in sequential message exchange, for which the strict repetition of the same content is not necessary (possibly not even frequent). As in the content-based definition of cascades, time-constrained cascades also assume that conditions (i) to (iii) above are met, except that, for i to be included in an avalanche started at j, the piece of information being transmitted does not need to be the same, and t 3 − t 2 Δτ , where τ is an arbitrary (typically up to one day) time lapse. In this way, two aspects of critical phenomena (bursty behaviour and avalanches) meet, through the concept of time-resolute cascades.
It is worth noting that content-based and time-constrained cascades do not differ much in their modelling, except in the way they stipulate strong and weak conditions: the former strongly accentuates the strict-content copy condition, with loose temporal constraints (though these exist); whereas the latter lays a tight temporal condition, relaxing the content constraint (though, again, content still matters). This has been the approach in [57, 86, 87] , where content similarity was guaranteed by the limitation of activity to a closed list of hashtags (which referred to specific topics) on Twitter.
4.1.3
Other remarks. Some theoretical approaches (see previous section) have addressed the importance of considering the size of the seed set (typically expressed as ρ 0 , the initial density of cascade originators). When analysing the empirics of cascades, different strategies have been employed regarding seeds. In all cases, the seed is defined as an independent originator of cascades (none in the personal network of a seed has shown any previous activity); but often cascades originate in different regions of the topology (such as two non-connected users liking the same Facebook page, or two unrelated bloggers posting links to the same source). In those cases researchers allow for a multiple-source scheme, in which cascades can merge [80] (or collide [47] ). Finally, all these definitions do not control for exogenous factors, and the impact they can have in seeding the network in parallel to, or reinforcing, cascade activation. For instance, the decision to like a Facebook page might result from exposure to friends doing so before, or might in fact be a consequence of an offline association with the person or organization publishing that page. Several strategies can be applied to diminish the effects of this noise (for instance, [80] can be taken as an hybrid cascade definition because they impose both content and temporal conditions, with τ = 24 h). However, it is fair to note that these definitions of cascades (informational or behavioural) most probably overestimate cause and effect in the endogenous emergence of avalanches.
Characterizing cascades
4.2.1 Global structure of cascades. Figure 4 shows the nodes contained in 15 cascades. The examples have been chosen for the sake of visualization (larger as well as smaller cascades do exist). From the point of view of a user-user network, a cascade can be represented as a connected tree-like sub-graph, where the inclusion of a node is driven by activity dynamics. An obvious first question is what these sub-graphs look like. Almost all works addressing this question coincide in the report that most cascades have the shape of ultra-shallow, typically star-graphs [47, 57, 73, 74, 79, 80, [86] [87] [88] . The immediate conclusion is that most events do not spread at all, and large-scale cascades are uncommon in the dynamics of social networks. The exception to these robust findings is Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg [78] , who report on narrow, deep propagation trees in e-mail letter-forwarding. This may result from the specificity of e-mail communication or, most probably, from fundamental differences in the methodology employed: while cascading behaviour is typically analysed using all initiated cascades, Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg restrict their analysis to the chain letter of a widely circulated petition known to have spread widely. The general trend is that cascade size distributions are stretched, typically under the form of a power law (see the top panel in Fig. 5 ) [47, 57, 74] (to cite just a few), but also of lognormal distributions [79] .
4.2.2
Temporal and topological penetration. The histogram of most frequent cascade sub-graphs and the size distributions already suggest how far and how long the diffusion of information or behaviour can typically travel through a network: one direct implication is that most initiated cascades die quickly and convey information to near by locations. To get a better idea of how widely and how quickly information propagates, however, additional measurements are needed. Two of these measures are topological penetration, Δr, which can be defined as the shortest path between the seed of the cascade and the farthest node involved in the cascade; and temporal penetration, which can be understood as the lifetime Δt of a cascade. See Fig. 6 for an illustration of both quantities.
The review of the literature suggests that conclusions regarding topological penetration converge, and can thus be taken as robust. Typical social networks-like many other complex networked systems-exhibit a diameter D N [18] . As such, as soon as cascades grow even to short distances ( 4 hops away from the seed), the number of activated nodes escalates very fast; see [73, 81, 86] . Regarding time, a well-established observation is that interest (for a certain topic, hashtag, etc.) decays very fast -or, conversely, reactions occur mostly soon after the information appeared [22, 47] . It is presumably in this narrow time window that large cascades happen, although this fact has been largely overlooked in the literature. On the other hand, for several events there is not a clear pattern of adoption over time [77, 80] , so temporal penetration may present a rich distribution with a few cascades-the largest ones-lasting for months [86] .
Influence: super-spreaders or hidden influentials?
As Section 3 showed, the concept of influence has been widely discussed in theoretical models, without succeeding to agree on a way to quantify it. The question remains whether there is a set of privileged (presumably topologically salient) nodes that are in a better position to trigger large cascades. A first remarkable finding is that influence should not be simply mapped to connectivity [89] ; authority is gained through specialization and concerted efforts to limit communication activity to a single topic. Sun et al. [80] , Bakshy et al. [74] and Kwak et al. [73] put to test the 'million follower fallacy' measuring a number of descriptors, possible candidates to grasp influence on a network: number of followers (k out ), number of friends (k in ), Pagerank, activity rates (mentions, retweets), and other related measures, andmore or less explicitly-agree on the fact that there is not a clear-cut measure for influence. It seems then that large connectivity-being a hub-might be a sufficient, though not necessary, condition for a cascade to occur. Indeed, high connectivity sometimes guarantees the occurrence of large-scale cascades, for instance in the shape of a shallow, wide tree (for example, as soon as a celebrity shows some activity acting as an initiator). A positive correlation between degree (and k-core) and final cascade size confirms this [57, 87] ; see the middle and lower panels in Fig. 5 . Nevertheless, as predicted in [56] , it is possible to observe a counterintuitive 'hub-firewall' effect by which cascades may die out when they encounter a hub [86] . A simple Twitter follower vs. friend scatter plot ( Fig. 7) provides some keys to this dual behaviour: news media and celebrities' accounts have a disproportionate number of followers relative to those who they follow, such that they behave like sinks (for other's information) and successful sources (when they generate information) due to the striking concentration of attention on these outstanding users [90, 91] .
All this evidence suggests that, if super-spreaders do not exist, another class of users might be feeding system-wide cascades, users that could go under the label of 'hidden influentials'. Some theoretical Fig. 7 . Twitter follower vs. friend scatter plot, for two topic-constrained datasets. The observed trends suggest that the huge amount of attention some users receive-those with many more followers than friends-causes these nodes to display a dual behaviour, i.e. as effective spreaders, but also as firewalls. models coincide in this aspect [58] , as mentioned before, and different empirical studies [74, 86, 92] provide consistent evidence that such a category of users play a crucial role in diffusion dynamics. More specifically, in [86] , the authors establish how these nodes, who do not occupy key topological positions (10 2 < k out < 10 3 , in a network with k max ≈ 35000), cause a large multiplicative effect that results on a high spreading efficiency. Summing up, theoretical models devise two possibilities: either there is a small subset of special individuals who, given their centrality in the network, can influence a disproportionate number of others; or influence accumulates through the smaller networks of a critical mass of less central people who, on the aggregate, will generate large cascades. What the data reveal is that both views are compatible.
Topological barriers: community structure in social networks
Community structure is a typical feature of social networks, which has also been observed in the online context-the blogosphere as well as in SNSs [93] [94] [95] . Originally developed by social analysts [96] , there are many available formalizations of the idea of communities and methods to identify the subgroups of individuals within a network [97] . The interest in modular structure lies on the idea that topologically dense clusters impose restrictions to dynamical processes, which has been proved correct in a wide range of phenomena including information transfer [98] . This is also the case in the threshold model [44] , as pointed out earlier in this work.
The question remains whether this is the case in actual information cascades. Baños et al. [86] first apply a modularity optimization algorithm [97, 99, 100] to detect the modular structure of the followerfriend Twitter graph. From the resulting partition, a two-level analysis is performed. At the module level, they measure how often a cascade spills over the community where it was triggered. Interestingly, small-to medium-sized cascades (compared with the system size N) mainly stay within their original community, which hints at the fact that influence occurs within specialized topics [74, 89] assuming that people with similar interests tend to gather [101, 102] . The strong tendency, for a large fraction of cascades (the smaller ones), to stay within modular boundaries confirms that topological bottlenecks play an important role to hinder large-scale events. At the individual level, two main trends are observed: first, local leaders-nodes with larger-than-average intra-modular connectivity-have a higher probability to trigger large cascades; and secondly, connector nodes-those who link users in other communities besides their own-also have better chances to spread information widely. Note that connector nodes may or may not exhibit large connectivity, which-again, and from a very different level of analysis-strongly suggests that influence may be found in nodes which are not outstanding when classified with typical descriptors.
Discussion and future work
Online networks are core to many of the daily activities in which we are involved: some, like gossiping through SNSs, are more mundane than others-for instance, using those networks to access political news that would otherwise be censored by a repressive State. But whatever their use, the one thing that online networks help create is a better view of the connectedness of our actions-of the things we read and do-and the explosive consequences that such interdependence is capable of generating. Complex systems are all about the unpredictable consequences that small changes may generate on a global level; but when those systems are social, and are formed by actors capable of building their own representations of the networks they inhabit, complexity gets another twist and extends into a whole new level of feedback reactions. The study of social influence, diffusion and contagion (terms that have all been used somehow interchangeably in the course of this article, but that hide nuanced differences in the mechanisms involved) tries to assess how interactions shape decisions and behaviour. Exposure to information or previous behaviour shifts perceptions and attitudes, and propels people to behave in a way that differs from what they would have done in isolation. Cascades are one way of approximating the dynamics of this interdependence. The models designed for their study aim to disentangle the network mechanisms that brought them into existence, and delineate their impact and consequences for the system in which they take place. This review has laid down the basic theoretical tools developed in recent years to attain those aims, and it has assessed those tools in view of the empirical work that online data are facilitating.
Although many of those findings (like the distribution of cascade size) have been replicated across methodologies and datasets-and are therefore robust and consistent-there are still many unknowns that encourage further developments in this area of work. Here, we will outline three. First, more work is required to illuminate the spill-over effects that online contagion dynamics have in the offline world. Epidemics in online games like World of Warcraft can be tragic for the players involved, but nobody would question that flesh-and-bone epidemics are more consequential. Luckily, there is no mechanism that can transfer the spread of a virus from one world to the other, but in many other areas of human behaviour, what happens online has a direct impact on offline actions. Those working in marketing are obviously interested in translating online buzz into higher sales, and some researchers have seriously considered the ways in which online networks might be capitalized for that purpose [103] . Other researchers have actually pushed the boundaries of what is possible with current data by linking the influence dynamics in an online network (Facebook) around self-declared voting behaviour with actual voting records, and finding positive spill-over effects [69] . Identifying these effects is not an easy task, if only because of legitimate privacy concerns; but it is crucial if this line of work is to make an impact not only on our understanding of social systems, but on the way in which we devise interventions, hopefully to promote the public good, like increased civic participation.
A second area of work that requires further developments has to do with disentangling the joint effects of local versus global information in adoption rates. Networks, as this review has explained, channel social influence by exposing individuals to the behaviour of their contacts or friends. To the extent that every actor inhabits a different local context, influence will flow differently in different parts of the network. However, these streams of information often coexist, and interact with, the effects of common exposure to a single global source. This might take the form of mass media, exogenous to the network or-depending on the affordances of the platform-some metric that summarizes global activity, like trending topics in Twitter. The interaction between local and global influence in shaping adoption rates has been considered before [104] but not in the context of complex networks. Related to this, current efforts to model multiplex and time-varying networks might feed into this goal of taking into account the several layers through which influence spreads [105] .
A third area that can benefit our understanding of contagion behaviour refers to its microfoundations, that is, to the psychological or cognitive triggers that make people want to join a cascade. There are exciting developments in experimental psychology [106] and neuroscience [107] that aim to pin down the mechanisms of information propagation. What this approach suggests is that emotions or sentiment play a significant role in predicting the behaviour that allows content to go viral or at least sets its preconditions. This, in turn, points to another fascinating and related area of work in machine learning and NLP that aims to quantify the subjectivity of human communication, with a special focus on social media [108] . The metrics that come out of these classifiers can be used to explain why some content might generate larger cascades: if emotions are triggers of behaviour, and messages offer stimuli capable of arousing certain emotions, this creates a connection to the type of mechanisms that cognitive scientists are exploring at the brain and behavioural level.
Digital technologies, and their increasing prevalence in every dimension of social life, promise to yield the data that can help advance research on those three fronts-and thus enhance our understanding of contagious behaviour. This is important not only for the sake of scientific satisfaction but also for the implications that such knowledge can have on improving governance and public good interventions. ICTs have encouraged the emergence of a new form of organization that defies the hierarchical nature of bureaucracies by harnessing the power of interdependent decision-making. Examples include crowdsourcing creative projects; platforms that help improve local governance; and prize-backed competitions that decentralize policy-making. These initiatives rely on the mobilizing power of networks, and the chain reactions that influence and contagion can produce. The potential of decentralized networks as a mechanism for decision-making can transform the way in which governments work and citizens selforganize-but a better understanding of the complex mechanisms that govern those networks is first necessary. This review has given an overview of how much has been learned so far, and outlined where to go from here. 
